
Aloha Steve,

It was nice chatting with you the other day. Regarding the rash my wife had, I sprayed her legs with the Healing 
Mist and her itching was gone immediately and within 3-4 days her rash was completely gone. Remember, she 
had been going through this for almost 2 weeks to the point of bleeding from scratching and could not get an 
appointment with a Dr. for a month. She is now one happy camper.

Mahalo for your help,

Patrick J. Dixon
Kihei, Maui, Hawaii

June 17, 2003

Steve Schorr
Bioponic Nutraceuticals
808 876 1784

Dear Steve,
Susan related the phone conversation that the two of you had and I welcome the opportunity to write this letter 
to you to let you know how absolutely fantastic I found your Noni Care Lilikoi Healing Mist. As you know, I was 
just recently diagnosed with Subcutaneous Discoid Lupus. As the lesions began to appear and join in a network 
of raised, continually irritated and itchy concoction of something no longer resembling skin; I became a bit con-
founded about what to do. The doctors were recommending only cortisone creams for relief from the itching.

Meanwhile, Susan was frantically doing research on the internet looking for something, anything that would pro-
vide relief. As she related to me, she paid particular attention to the root elements of products i.e. herbs known 
for properties that could at least force the itching to stop and the sensation that I was experiencing of feeling 
as if I had a very bad sunburn. To that end, she spent approximately $200 visiting every Health Food Store in the 
area that she knew would be most likely to stock the more obscure elements she was looking for, such as: Neem, 
burdock, MSM in some neutral base that wouldn’t add to the ‘fire’.

We even turned to the old standard of Aloe Vera gel thinking that if it worked on sunburn, had no oil to turn up 
the heat, surely it would provide relief. Without exception, it was a strike out. It should also be noted that Susan 
had to generalize from what she could find about eczema and psoriasis as nothing directly addressed Lupus 
other than cortisone creams! There was not only nothing that brought relief, several of those well researched 
attempts almost had me in tears, levitating from the couch in pain. I’m thankful Susan remembered the cold 
washcloth trick her mother used to use to put out those sunburn ‘fires’.

Needless to say, when Susan arrived home with the Lilikoi Noni Care I was not really a willing party. Fortunately, 
Susan had shared information with about Noni in the past with me and what a miraculous product it is. This 
combined with the fact that it was a gift from Tim, whom I know and trust, and I was willing to let this be the last 
experiment on my body. I should also mention that Susan intentionally picked the Lilikoi as she was aware that 
Passion flower is an anti-inflammatory and thought this could only be an added benefit for my condition.

And, boy, was she right. After one quick spray on a small spot on my leg, I immediately proceeded to spray the 
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extended lesions on my legs and arms; all the while with Susan saying, “Maybe you want to wait a minute to see 
what happens.” Well, what happened was the itching not only stopped immediately but continued to be held at 
bay for many hours. What a gift this product is… What a gift you’ve brought forth.

Given the size of the bottle, it is hard to ascertain what other added benefits could be derived from this product 
as I’ve reserved it like gold for those moments when the itching is totally intolerable. I also tried the Jasmine and 
didn’t experience quite the same response as the Lilikoi which I attribute to the lack of Passiflora but it still helped 
to relieve the itching.

I can’t begin to thank you enough for this product.

My sincerest thanks,
Audrey Deane
Millbrae, CA

To Whom It May Concern,

I have a skin condition called Scleroderma, which causes eruptions all over my body. In the past few months I 
have tried everything, prescription and over the counter. Nothing healed these eruptions. Nothing, that is, until I 
tried Noni Care. Much to the surprise of my doctors and to myself, they were healed within a few days.

But the best was yet to come… I tried Hawaiian Healing Mist and it worked even faster.

Noni Care and Hawaiian Healing Mist are both wonderful for insect bites or small abrasions. I don’t think I will 
leave home without one or the other of these products.

Sincerely,

Cathi Ryan
Kihei, Maui, Hawaii

To Whom It May Concern,

I am writing to compliment you on your Noni Care skin spray. I have recently experienced a series of recurring 
insect bites that are swollen, red, and itchy. One application of the Noni Care spray and all the symptoms disap-
pear!

Instantly, there is no more itching, no more irritation, and it leaves my skin soft and soothed. I especially like the 
easy application spray and the fact that it is not oily or sticky. Actually, it’s invisible (except for its miraculous ef-
fects)! Thank you for making this amazing product available.

Sincerely,

Debra Greene, Ph.D.
Kinesiologist


